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Chapter 2690

Charity said after taking a sip from the teacup, “I remember the

last life, Freya, your first love was a sc*mbag, you married and

divorced Rodney. And in Cathy, you are still with Shaun, too.
Being involved in Sarah’s divorce is still as miserable as it should
be.”

“Ah, so, is the last life the same as this one?” Freya wondered.

Catherine squinted at Eliza, “Lizzie, are you lying to us! What

happened in your previous life?”

“I did lie deceive you. It’s your own thinking.” Eliza smiled

wryly, set down the teacup, and said, “Actually…My name is

Charity.”

“…”

For a while, the two were felt silent.

Freya shook her head, “I’m suddenly cold. Did you turn on the

air conditioner?” She shivered and moved closer to Catherine.

Even though Charity is her friend, saying such words creeps her

out.
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Catherine seemed fine at first but Freya’s coquettish
manipulation caused her to tremble. “Uh… Lizzie, your joke is a
little too big. Let’s not make fun of people who have died.”
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“My name is Charity Neeson.”

Charity’s eyes were innocent and helpless. Catherine and Freya

wanted to know the truth but they told that they didn’t believe it.

Charity said, “When Sarah visited me after I was imprisoned, she
told me that my parents had died. It was impossible for me to

accept. I felt as if hatred had taken possession of me. I only
wanted to get away and avenge my parents. I woke up on Eliza’s

body after falling into the sea and losing consciousness.”
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Freya and Catherine exchanged their glances, and blinked fiercely,
“I understand, Soul Wear, this is the Soul Wear from the novel.”

Catherine’s mouth twitched, still thinking it was strange. “It’s
unlikely.”

Charity said, pulling a piece of jade from her neck, “Perhaps it’s
because of this jade pendant. Eliza and I lived in the same yard

when we were young, and we have always had a good

relationship. My mother and Eliza’s mother went to the temple to

burn incense and worship Buddha, where they met a monk who

gave me and Eliza two jade pendants. They were exactly alike. I
recall the monk saying that the two of us would meet with
disaster in the future. Could you please assist us once?”

“Is there really such a miraculous thing?” Freya asked, leaning
over to study the piece of jade that looked ancient and warm in
her tentacles.



Charity said, “At the time, I was Eliza because Monte committed

suicide and when I awoke, I was Eliza. Then I didn’t dare to tell

anyone the truth because Charity is a fugitive and this kind of
thing is too strange. Maybe it’s still going on. It will cause a lot of
problems for the relevant departments, so after I pretended to

commit suicide, I felt deeply stimulated, like a changed person,
dedicated to my career, and no one doubted it.”

“Then why didn’t you tell us earlier?” Freya asked.

Charity said to the two of them.”I inquired about you but you

had already left abroad. Before going abroad, things were pretty
miserable. One was in a mental institution, and Shaun was dating

Sarah again. Freya, you were bullied by Thomas, and there were

many rumors about it, so I hid in shame.”
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Chapter 2691

Freya and Catherine were both embarrassed. They were mud

bodhisattvas crossing the river at the time, and they couldn’t

protect themselves.

They’re afraid that Charity appeared and was unable to assist her.

Charity said, “So I can only hold back and wait for revenge in my

own way.”

“Your way of revenge is to kidnap Sarah and torture her to
death.” Catherine sighed.



Charity said, “Sarah used hypnosis to kill people. It’s difficult for
me to find evidence, and Rodney and Shaun were protecting her

at the time. There was no other option. I don’t mind dying

alongside her. Stop me, I’m not going to sit here and tell you the

truth.”

Freya was stunned, “It’s no surprise. When I found you that day,
you hated Sarah, which surprised me. You said you were

Charity’s good friend when she was a child, but we are both
Charity’s friends, but ask yourself… We can’t do this to you. It
turns out you were the one who exacted revenge.”

Charity said gratefully, “Fortunately, you stopped me in time,
and I didn’t get blood on my hands. It was your help that exposed
Sarah’s sins to the sun, so that my parents’ deaths could be

revealed.”

Catherine said glumly, “Don’t do this, Charity. Actually, Freya
and I have always regretted that you were wrongfully imprisoned,
and we didn’t help you at all. You might have already died if it

hadn’t been for your good luck…”
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“It takes courage to assist someone. I’ll be unreasonable if I
blame you for this.”

Charity said while shaking her head, “Not to mention this is a

grudge between me and Sarah. Sarah has stumped me openly and

secretly since she was a child. She would have dealt with me in

other ways even if you weren’t there. I just didn’t think my

mother’s life was worth it. I don’t want to know anything about
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my father because Sarah knew him. My father was single when

they met, but Sarah and his brother always believed that my

father didn’t want their mother because he fell in love with my
mom.”

Freya and Catherine sighed quietly that being a stepmother is
actually difficult and also being a stepmother to someone like
Sarah is especially difficult.

Sarah still wanted to kill Jennifer no matter how well she
performed.
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Catherine said sincerely after a long pause, “Charity, in any case,
I’m very glad to be able to sit down and have dinner with you
again. It’s no surprise that the first time I saw you. I felt
immediately at ease, as if we’d known each other for a long time.

” Yes.” Freya sighed, “I’m not sure why I wanted to be friends

with you when I first saw you. You’ve been keeping it from me

for so long. Why haven’t you said it before, and why are you

willing to say it now?”

I didn’t tell you, but I had a feeling Eliza might return one day.
Maybe I should leave when my vengeance is complete, but I
waited and waited and didn’t.”

Charity mocked, “I guess when Eliza committed suicide, she was
really heartbroken and didn’t want to live anymore, she was tired
of this world.”



“Eliza’s far too fragile.” Catherine said, “It’s not worth it for a

man.”

“She has never known love and has always been raised in a
single-parent household. In fact, she longs for love and for

someone to provide her with security, but Monte only wants her

to satisfy his inner feeling.”
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Catherine shared this sentiment.

Some men are absolute sc*mbags.

“So…Charity, do you intend to exact revenge on Eliza?”
Catherine inquired.

Charity said, “I’m going to vent my rage for Eliza”

Freya developed an interest, “It’s no surprise you attended the

charity event hosted by the Patterson family hotel a few days ago.
Do you have any plans to use it as someone else? “

“What are your thoughts?” Charity, on the other hand, was
undecided.

Freya smirked at Catherine, “Cathy is an expert in this field, and
she wanted to use it to exact revenge on Shaun to make him fall
madly in love with her fiercely and then to destroy Shaun’s
feelings on Sarah. Then Sarah feelings eventually caused her to

hurt herself and Shaun wanted to marry her.”



Catherine said, “My situation is different. I’m right that Shaun

has feelings and when he wants to take revenge on her, it is
inevitable that he can’t control it. But Charity is different, she
doesn’t like Monte. If she uses this method to take revenge on

Chester, I definitely don’t agree.”

As Mentioned the name Chester, Both Catherine and Freya were

all nervous and throbbing.
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Freya inquired cautiously, “Charity, do you continue to despise

Chester? Do you want to exact revenge on Chester for joining the

Jewell Corporation?

Charity sighed, “I still have self-knowledge that Chester’s
ruthlessness might pull me in when he falls into h-e-l-l.”

Catherine said as she agreed, “I believe so as well. But can you

truly let go? Sarah used Chester, and he also asked a lawyer to

send you to prison.”

Charity silently pursed her lips.
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Are you able to let it go?

She’s not entirely sure.

After all, whenever she saw Chester, she imagined herself as a

hedgehog with thorns all over her body, and her calm heart as

stagnant water boiled with hatred.
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Freya noticed it and said, “Charity, Didn’t you already make

Chester notorious? And now who doesn’t know Chester virtue.
Charity, You removed Jewell corporation from the altar. Jewell
corporation is no longer as good as it once was. Ryan told me that

Jewell’s share must give up at least 50% this time and many

people’re boycotting Jewell’s hospital.”

Catherine said, “I also heard it. Chester can’t act recklessly as

before, his ambition to enter the entertainment industry has been

completely blocked and the future will not be as happy as
before.”

“Don’t talk about Chester.” Charity avoided mentioning Chester

at all.

Catherine nodded, “Okay I stopped. But I still have a question.
why did you become a Reborn?”

Charity smiled serenely, “That’s the name I came up with while

studying in country M before being imprisoned. Personally, I am
very interested in finance and have obtained a number of relevant
certificates there, but my father insisted that I return to take over

the company. I did not use that identity after returning to

Australia until I met you and went to prison. Charity’s name has

become a criminal, but Reborn is not.”

Freya exclaimed, “Charity, you’re not honest, you only told us

today with such a big identity.”

Charity grinned, “It’s pointless to tell you that you’re not short

on cash. Money, in my opinion, is simple to earn but sometime it

is more difficult to obtain. Later, after I awoke with Eliza’s body



and returned to M country. I took out all of my money and

deposited it in the bank for safe and reclaimed Reborn’s identity
in order to earn some money. Fortunately, I had been wearing a

mask previously, so no one had seen Reborn’s true face.”

Catherine understood and gave a mysterious smile, “So it is. I
think you’re more than just Reborn’s vest.”

Charity said, “Now I’m the one who is the major shareholder

behind Fraga Pictures.”
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Freya was hit unexpectedly, “It’s no surprise that Fraga Pictures

has been so powerful recently. I always thought my Freycatheli

was progressing nicely. In comparison to you, I proved to be the

worst.”

Charity joked, “What’s wrong? Perhaps you’ll be the one who

sits with the President’s wife in the future.”

“Yes.” Catherine said as she felt the same, “You have discovered

a stock with the greatest potential,so cherish it.”

“Catherine, forget it. I’m not interested and also exhausted. I’d
rather eat and drink with my friends.”

Freya asked, “Should we drink some wine to celebrate our good

friend’s rebirth?”



Charity reminded everyone. “It’s fine to drink but don’t get too

drunk and don’t reveal my identity.”

Freya quickly shut her mouth, “I understand. Only the three of us
are aware of this but

Charity said, “There is one other person who is aware…”
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“Who exactly is it?” Freya and Catherine both asked at the same

time.

“Miguel” After Charity finished speaking, she explained
embarrassedly in front of her friends’ ambiguous eyes, “I, Miguel

and Eliza were childhood best friends, especially he and Eliza.
Miguel was the first person who notice Eliza’s changes and saw
through my identity. He has been a great help to me over the

years, and he even invited the bodyguards for me to protect.”

Freya exclaimed angrily, “It’s unusual. Charity, you’re an
excellent actor. When Ryan wanted to introduce you to Miguel,
the two of you pretended that it was your first meeting.”

“Because Miguel identity is unique and special. He shouldn’t get
too close to me.” Charity explained helplessly, .
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“Does Miguel like you?” Catherine asked directly.

Freya dragged her chair to Charity’s side and said “Let me tell
you, Charity, there’s no need to hang this woman from a tree.
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You see, I used to fall asleep when Rodney was sleeping and it

appears that I’ll change it again in my life. Men aren’t very good,
but if you take a risk, you’ll discover that feeling is really good

and refreshing.”

“…”

Charity was ashamed, “It doesn’t smell like sailing.”

Catherine lamented, “Of course, experienced people differ. In my

life, I’ve only met one man like Shaun. I’m at a loss when I think

about it.”

Freya was flushed, “That wasn’t what I meant. In fact, many

women have a one-to-one mentality. Charity may have only slept

with Chester and making her mentality a little more complicated
but there is no need for that kind of entanglement. you go to sleep
boldly, and feel nothing in your life and still have to have fun.”

Charity: “…”

She appears to be very conservative despite her boldness.

Catherine said, “It’s a real pleasure to meet someone with good

skills.”

Charity sneezed. All she can hear are the roars of tigers and

wolves. Isn’t it true that everyone is watching her reveal her

identity? Why is the topic so skewed?
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Chapter 2694



“Let’s eat, let’s eat. I heard the food here is very good.” Charity

said, changing the topic.

“All right, let’s talk about it because we are embarrassed.”
Catherine chuckled.

“Charity, you’re still an actor and your skin is too thin.” The

three of them chatted and laughed. It’s been a long time since

they were so happy.

In fact, the death of Charity has always been a thorn for Catherine
and Freya. Every time they think about that thorn, they feel

completely powerless.

Freya said blushingly, “Let’s sing and celebrate that Charity is

still alive, and I’ll treat you.”

“Don’t do this. You must return to accompany the children.”
Charity didn’t want to be a thorn in the eyes of Shaun and
Ryan’s.

“Charity, we’d like to accompany you. You’ve been alone for so

long.” Catherine said over a glass of wine.

Charity, who was always as cold as ice, almost burst into tears

over a simple sentence.
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…

Following the meal, the three of them came out from the box

hand in hand.
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Rows of red lanterns hang beneath the promenade outside.

A group of men came out from the other side. The man in the

middle was dressed in beige slacks and a black polo shirt. His face
was attractive, and his movements were smooth.
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Charity noticed it. Her eyes raised slightly, and she turned her

head to the friends on both sides, saying, “Wait a moment to

cooperate with me in the scene.”

“Which scene?” Catherine said, following her gaze, “She looks
good.”

She has good eyesight and with Shaun’s good-looking face, she
can compliment her good looks, which is fine.

“It doesn’t feel as stable as our Ryan.” Freya said, “Who is

this?”

“Monte.” The red lips of Charity moved slightly.

Monte’s face is still capable; otherwise, he would not have

allowed Eliza’s love to be so deadly.

The three women did not have their own strengths under the
lantern, which was even more dazzling than the night.

Monte and several other men noticed the three of Charity right
away, and his eyes lit up.



The friend next to Monte bumped him with his shoulder, “Guess
who the two people are next to Eliza?”

Monte then turned his attention to Catherine and Freya. “I’ve
seen it, the capital circle is so large that not only are Catherine

and Freya sought after on various occasions every time they
appear, but the two people are also mixed in the fashion industry.
Many famous people are envious.”

Freya and Catherine identities were revealed by a friend “One is
Shaun’s wife, and his mother is an oil tycoon, and the other is

Freya, the prime minister’s future daughter-in-law and Eliza, is
rumored to be with this The two have a good friendship, so it

turns out to be true.”

“Monte, aren’t you familiar with Eliza?”

It was Karter Jamieson, the future heir of Desbiens Corporation,
who Monte had asked for recently.

Karter Jamieson was recently in Canberra on a business trip. He
stayed at Patterson’s hotel. These days, Monte received delicious

food in person.

“Since Young Master Jamieson has spoken, then I must give this

face.”

“Eliza, it’s such a coincidence that you came here to eat as well.”
Monte said, smiling.

Charity picked Raise eyebrows.
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Chapter 2695

“These two are you, Eliza…” Monte’s gaze was drawn to

Catherine and Freya, who were acting as if they were meeting for

the first time.

“My friend, Catherine and Freya.” Charity pretended not to

notice and gave a brief explanation.

Several young masters had approached Monte before he could
finish his sentence.

“It turned out to be Ms. Jones and Ms. Lynch. I’ve always
admired their well-known names. With a particularly

enthusiastic smile, Karter Jamieson stated, “I’d heard that the

two are stunning women, but now I see them for myself, and
they’re even more stunning than I imagined, right? I haven’t yet

introduced myself, but my name is Karter Jamieson from

Desbiens Corporation.”

“The Desbiens Corporation?” Catherine thought about it and

was a little surprised. “Is that the young master of the Jamieson

family from the most luxurious Desbiens Hotel in Australia?”

“Yes.”

Karter nodded, a little self-satisfied “I didn’t think Ms. Jones
would hear it. When your mother and Mr. Costner visited
Australia City, they also came to our hotel to play.”



“According to Uncle Costner, your hotel is very interesting. Yes,
he did win 10 million dollars before leaving.” Catherine gave the

impression of wanting to come.
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Karter stated humiliatingly, “That is Mr. Costner’s brilliance.
We’re destined to cross paths. We’ll be playing at the club. Why

don’t we go together while it’s still early?”

“Eliza, let’s go together.” Monte also looked at Karter with

affection and also Charity’s eyes’re like hooks.

“How about… going to play?” Charity looked at her two friends.

“We can only accompany you because you have already spoken. I
originally scheduled an appointment with Ryan, but I let him
dove for you.” Freya said helplessly.
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When Monte heard this, he immediately said, “Ms. Lynch, You
can call Mr. Snow over.”

“No, he has a special status.” Freya laughed.

“Yes.” Monte said, nodding and looking at Catherine again, “Ms.
Jones can call Mr. Hill over as well.”

“My husband wishes to take care the baby at home.”

Karter said with a smile, “Mr. Hill is a good man but whoever

married a beautiful wife like Ms. Jones would cherish it.”
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“My husband didn’t cherish me much before we divorced, don’t
you know?” Catherine asked in surprised.

Karter became froze: “Sorry, I don’t know. I’m not from the

capital.”

“Don’t worry, I’m not that meticulous.

“

The next group of people went to the Jesmong Hotel’s clubhouse.

The young masters were holding and complimenting Catherine
and Freya as they went to sing.

Monte sat down next to Charity and poured her tea and water
“Eliza, I didn’t expect you and Catherine to get along so well. I
believe they give you a lot of face.”

“Yeah.” Charity said. The sound was sluggish like a cat.

Monte turned to face at her. The woman sat on the sofa. Her
lashes long and thick and her lips red and teeth white. She was
young and beautiful even with her hair reaching her ears.

Monte’s heart throbbed as he remembered their sweet time
together in the past.

“Eliza, Eliza…” His hand moved towards her small hand.

It was just that he avoided it before meeting, and Charity

sarcastically asked, “Why, do you want me to be your lover?”



“…No…No.” Monte was guilty of staring at her and had this idea

at first, but because she and Catherine have such a good

relationship with them. I’m afraid if they find out, I won’t have
good fruit to eat “I just couldn’t keep myself in check, Eliza. You
are so beautiful. Why didn’t you respond when I texted you

earlier? You were entangled by Chester that day and I was

worried.”

“Then why did you leave, fearing that the trouble would alert

your fiancee?” Charity asked with a half-smile.
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